EPISODE 302: “TRAITORS ANONYMOUS”

OMURANO, NIGHT 2
After the controversial decision to vote Cindy off, Christa is at a loss as to why
Andrew received votes.
Christa – CONFESSIONAL - Tonight was extremely fun, even if I was called out by someone
in one of the votes. I really like playing the game and just scheming and screwing around and
everything. Even if people don't believe which vote is mine, there's no logical reason why I
would've voted for anyone other than the person I had stuck my neck out for in order to
eliminate. In retrospect, I should've voted Cindy, because the vote wasn't unanimous, but if this
lets me put the target on MORE people, then that should be fun.
Christa - I bet the "Christa made me do it" vote was Ryan XD. Thank God Cindy got voted out then,
huh?

Lill - Good thing it wasn't close. Why the hell did people vote for Andrew?
Christa - I have absolutely no idea. I mean, I'm fairly certain that the first vote was from Fairplay,
hence the comment about liking him but thinking him to be a threat. The second one was random
as hell though, and if you/me/Andrew along with Ryan/Tij voted for Cindy and Cindy voted for
Tij, then that means Osten was the second vote.
Although claiming to be her closest allies, Lill and Andrew revel in Christa’s small
defeat.
Lill - Christa got outed! did you do that?
She thinks it was Ryan...
Andrew - It wasn't me at all, I don't roll that way. What I would like to know is why I got to votes.
The comments were strange as well, considering the fact that other then you and Christa I
haven't talked much to the others, although I sent all of them a greeting. Who do you think outed
her, and voted for me?
Lill - Fairplay and Osten? I think Ryan voted for Cindy and Cindy voted for TJ. Cindy told me she
was voting for TJ anyways. I voted for Cindy. I don't know why the hell they would vote for you,
other than you being the only other "male" in this group
Andrew - I'm thinking whoever made the 'I like you, but I need to get rid of you now' comment
wants me to THINK it was you or Christa. I think they might guess about our alliance, and they
are already trying to stir the shit. My money is on Fairplay. We need to figure this out, and also
need to figure out who outed Christa. Then we will know who we can't trust. I'm just not sure
how to do this subtlely.
Lill - It's gotta be Fairplay and Osten. Christa thinks for sure fairplay voted for you. I'll feel around
them and see what I can find out.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - I'm very surprised that I receive 2 votes last night, especially
regarding the reasons written. I have sent all these people a message, but other then Lill,
Christa, and Cindy the rest have barely talked to me. Either the comments are just covering
things up, or there are people I can't trust. All in all it was very odd.
Attempting to figure out who exactly voted for Andrew, Christa approaches him.
Christa - Did you say something to make someone want to take you out?
Andrew - Who do you think voted for me? Also, who outed you? It looks like we have a weasel in
our midst.
Christa - Judging by the comments, I'd say the first one was one of me/Lill/Fairplay, and I know Lill
was one of the Cindy votes, and I doubt I'd vote for you after campaigning so heavily for Cindy. It
was probably Fairplay, unless you made friends with Osten or Ryan too.
Andrew - Well, I've talked more to Fairplay then Ryan, but not much more. And Osten has barely
been around. It was either Fairplay, OR someone is already sniffing us out and they made the
comment just to stir the shit. We need to figure out who made the comment about you as well.
Like I said, there are a few weasels in the hen house.
Christa - Well the way I see it, we know Tij and Cindy wrote each others' names down. With the Tij
vote accounted for, I know you voted for Cindy. I had no reason to target you, especially since if
Cindy's boot backfired, I'vd be in deep trouble. Lill voted Cindy because I can tell hers was the
voting comment about lying...I think...I can't be sure. That leaves Ryan/Fairplay/Osten as the
votes for you. As for who outed me, I have no idea. It could be anyone honestly, probably
someone who didn't realize voting confessionals were read aloud.

Christa – CONFESSIONAL - I feel like I WAS the driving force behind the boot and that I
MIGHT be controlling the tribe. That worries me a little bit, because even though I'm probably
our strongest competitor, I have a huge target on my back as a schemer. Plus, if we continue to
suck at challenges, which I think is very possible, then eventually the tribe could realize that
they're going into the merge with a man down, and keeping me around only hurts their chances
at winning immunity.
Meanwhile, Christa is sure to inform Tijuana of her newfound safety.
Christa - Told ya I'd help you scrape through :D I think you did an extremely good job at defending
yourself during tribal council.
Tijuana - definitely a farce. moments before tc she sent me a pm trying to get me to vote for
andrew.
Christa - Cindy? Oh man, that would be hilarious. Serves her right for trying to stir up shit.
Tijuana - yeah. I do have one question - what made you (or whomever decided) pick Cindy as the
target? It was definitely a smart choice.
Christa - Because she was the weakest in the challenge and I just didn't like the way she PMed me
after the challenge, almost like she didn't care about the game.
Tijuana - I wonder what made her target Andrew. Anyway I need to be a bit lame right now and go
to bed. I've got to get up early tomorrow and it's going to be another long day. I will be here for
the challenge though and I'll be at the board a couple of times during the day.
Christa - Okay, goodnight.
Tijuana - Before TC Cindy sent me a PM asking me to vote Andrew and she claimed Osten and Ryan
were going to vote that way too. I'm glad she's gone cause like I said in my reason she lied and she
seems like she wanted to be a trouble maker.
Lill - oh REALLY... That's interesting.
Tijuana - Yeah. She was a shit stirrer, plain and simple. She also apparently told Christa that I was
voting for you when the only thing I said to her was that I thought Ryan or I would be receiving
votes. Whoever came up with the idea to vote her out is brilliant.
Lill - I think that actually was Christa's idea
Tijuana - Christa = genius. All right, well I've got to get up early tomorrow so I'm going to be a
lame-o and head to bed. I'll definitely be around for the challenge tomorrow night so I'll see you
then.
Lill - Have a great night!
Tijuana – CONFESSIONAL - Now, my ultimate hope though is to be friendly with enough
people (so far I think I've got a good relationship with Andrew, Christa, Lill, Fairplay and Ryan even though I communicate with some of them rarely but the communication is good so that's
what is key) so that in the end I'm on the good side of everyone
. So far this plan is working - I
believe both Fairplay and Ryan view me as an approachable outsider and both Andrew and
Christa want to work with me soooo all is good in Tijuana land (for now).
Christa reveals to Lill that she might be playing the game too hard.
Christa - I need to stop being so paranoid. My stomach was all knotted up for two hours (stupid
incorrect TC time) because I figured I'd be going home. I just take these games so seriously and I

always think I'm going to get blindsided, which makes me nervous, which in turn makes me sick.
How do you, like, not feel all anxious about tribal council?
Lill - I don't start feeling really queasy until TC 3 or so. TC 1, it's always a crap shoot who goes
home, so I don't take it seriously. After a few days of really being into the game I really get
fluttery, especially if I'm making a sneaky move and don't know if I can trust people to go along.
I've had my hand wringing hours plenty of times... Don't worry about it
Christa - Well I've been the first boot before, so I guess I'm always a little skitish. Especially since,
despite the horrendous lag, this game seems very well run and fun to play. It actually feels like
the real show.
Lill - It's easy to get caught up and obsessed with, especially when you're trying to maneuver 7-8
people to your will without them catching on. Jeff's games can make you sick anyways, especially
with the twists he's known for... like after 2 weeks and you finally make the merge with the
numbers to win the game he tells you "oh by the way, I had two other tribes playing a parallel
game, and now they've merged and now you two tribes will duke it out..."
Christa - Definitely been there before, but I don't think we should talk about that, for fear of being
DQed.
Lill - Always plan your strategery around the inevitable twists we'll get. Like a tribe swap... I
expect one by friday, but I'm paranoid.
Christa - Let's just hope we wind up on the same tribe in the event of a swap...and we wind up
with our partners.
Lill - That would be handy. Sometimes Jeff lets us volunteer to go... If both tribes get the call at
the same time we just need to go to the temple, convo with our partners and then choose to
volunteer or not so we're all together.
Lill decides to grill Fairplay to figure out who voted for whom.
Lill - Who did you vote for? A bunch of people told me they were voting for Cindy, so I went along. I
didn't know some were voting for Andrew... That would have been interesting...
Fairplay - Lil! Oh man I could have used better communication. Tribal occurs during peak hours at
work, and I didn't have as much time as I wanted to talk to you guys. Right before tribal I was
talking to Christa and she said it was down to either TJ or Cindy. I figured it was you who passed
along the word. She was undecided on who she was voting for, so I placed a vote for TJ to be on
the safe side since she wasn't as active. I can see the logic in voting out Cindy, but she had spirit
and I liked that. Oh well. At least now we're all on the same page and can be stronger and more
concentrated now.
Meanwhile, Lill and Christa solidify their bond.
Christa - I've got your back, Lill-Dog! That being said, what do you think about you and me forming
a final 2 alliance? Obviously, it seems like we're the two most active players, which kinda makes
us the biggest targets. Plus, my partner isn't exactly telling me anything in our little team
confessional either. I think most people just don't care about the team confessionals to begin
with.
I'd like to be your final 2 partner. I make one final 2 deal in a game (unless, by
unfortunate circumstances, my partner gets voted out, which usually doesn't happen since I'm
gone first ) and I trust you enough to make that deal with you.
Lill - That's great with me.
Christa - Cool then.

ANDOA, DAY 3
It’s day 3 on Andoa, and Courtney is being her usual miserable self.
Courtney - I've only seen you and Dave online today... man, I am bored by this game.
James - So PG/Todd still haven't shown up? Man, they's so dead it ain't even funny.
Courtney - I am worried that this tribe is becoming inactive. I haven't seen Chicken since the
challenge.
James A tribe full of duds. Not to worry. James will still do his best to carry Andoa on his back
baby.
Courtney - Who do you think should go first? Todd/PG? Maybe the tribe should split their votes so a
tie breaker between them two could play out.
James - That'd be quite the funny. I'd say...the first to show up gets a free pass. But knowing
them...neither will.
Courtney - Three people online at once!
Dave - Haha it's always me, you, and James...hmm
Courtney - I'm ready to burn this camp to the ground... with Todd/PG in it!
Dave - let's just shit talk them in the main forum. Stupid little bitches.
Courtney and Amanda discuss the future and cover their tracks.
Courtney - I think PG/Todd are on the chopping block.
Amanda - Clearly, they are. But what about my final two alliance with Peih-Gee!
I feel like me and you are the only ones here during the day.
Courtney - I have no seen Chicken since the first challenge.

I'm kidding.

It's okay, I love you the most.

Amanda - Well there goes my relationship with him.
It's alright. I'm going to try and plant seeds
of an alliance with Brianna and Dave. We need them to trust us for when a shake-up occurs in
case we are with them, you know?
Courtney - It just becomes an alliance of five, which isn't bad all things considered if Chicken is
gone.
Amanda - Fine with me, I just want you and I to be the head honchos.
Courtney - Keep James on our side over Dave/Bri... simple
Amanda - But I'm your number one right? I don't have to worry about you eliminating me before
James, right?
Courtney - I'm with you totally.
We just need a third to have the advantage in a what if final
five. I'm worried about getting stuck with inactives in a switch situation, so I wouldn't mind going
to TC anyway.
Amanda and Dave get further acquainted with some light flirting.
Amanda - Hey there you sexy beast!
Dave - hehe
how's it going cupcake?? Where've ya been? I hear you're competing in another
game? In case you couldn't tell, we're organzing a vote out of Peih Gee and Todd

Amanda - Oh, that game is over now.
I'm here full time now. And you can't vote out Peih-Gee, I
love her! April fools.
Dave - haha I want todddddddddd to stay because i liked him more on the show
Amanda - I hated Todd, what a greedy little bastard he was.
Todd makes a brief showing, then just as quickly disappears. Courtney remains ever
the pessimist.
Courtney - Todd was here... I sent him a pm, and then he left.
Amanda - That's exciting. I still prefer Peih Gee.
Courtney - Right now... I have faith in you, James, and Dave. I do recall Bri talking about computer
problems, so hopefully, she isn't gone for good. I think Chicken is cooked, sadly. Man, this is the
most boring game I can recall ever playing in.
Amanda - It'll get better, I feel like several people on the other tribe are fairly active.
The brunette bombshells discuss their tribe’s status.
Amanda - How is my fellow beauty queen doing today?
Brianna - Hey Amanda! I'm doing really well, how are you doing? I think I will be here for the
challenge but if I am not, I am pre-voting for Todd if we lose. Is that who the boot still is?
Amanda - I don't think it makes a difference, and I think tribal would be tomorrow if we do lose.
Brianna - Well, you never know what the hosts will pull so I will pre-vote instead but if I am still
here then I can change it if anything comes up.
Amanda - Sounds like a good plan, darling.

Better safe than sorry.

Brianna - Hey Court! As of right now I can make the challenge tonight but I am going to pre-vote
for Todd just incase my computer decides to be a bitch.
Courtney - Good plan. Todd or PG will go... doesn't really matter.
Brianna - Great to here! I am still kind of upset that they still haven't shown up yet though but I did
see Peih Gee online so maybe she might turnaround.
Courtney - Todd did the same trick as PG today... showed up and left.
Brianna - Wow, lame. Maybe Peih Gee got lost looking for water though and Todd went to find her?
Courtney - So, here's my thinking Bri... You, me, Dave, Amanda, James are all active. Chicken has
disappeared since challenge 1, so an alliance of 5 seems logical.
Brianna - Yeah, I was just thinking that I think that's a very good clique in our tribe. Hopefully
Chicken wasn't mistaken as a real Chicken... because it would be nice to have him here.
Courtney changes her negative tune as things finally start going her way.
Courtney - I'm feeling good about this tribe! I talked to Bri about just making an alliance of five...
seemed down with it.
Amanda - Between me, you, James, Bri and Dave?
Courtney - Yeah.
Amanda - I'm sure they'd be down with it. Why not?
Courtney - It'd be insane to go after actives... but just making it offical and all, you know.
Courtney and Amanda take this opportunity to pull Dave into the 5-some.

Courtney - The way I look at it, I think we know who the actives are. I think Chicken is cooked,
sadly, but to me, it is just logical to form an alliance of five and protect ourselves... we can't
have inactives in a switch situation, you know?
Dave - Exactly. Peih Gee then Todd then Chicken man then Amanda. And we're set. If any of these
inactives last for a tribe swap though, someone's getting a raw deal. I think it'll be me!
Courtney - Anyone could get a raw deal with an inactive, totally... so we all need to stick
together.
Dave - I totally agree. If no one shows up thow, maybe we should bomb it.
Amanda - Hey babe. There's been talks of the five most active members aligning to protect
themselves. (Meaning me, you, Brianna, Courtney and James.) Would you be up for it?
Dave - Up for it.....I was the one who suggested it and passed it around!
I was the first one to
bring up talk of an alliance. Of course I'm down, and I am really glad you are too!
Amanda - Of course I would be up for it. I have to align with Dave the big cuddly teddy bear.
Dave - yessss I'm loving the ladies....and James can cuddle up to me too if he wants.....just not too
close
Amanda - Haha, well with the three of us sexy ladies, you and James there could be quite an
interesting orgy in the shelter.
Dave - Yesssss ORGY5LLIANCE
Dave – CONFESSIONAL - I am 110% confident we're going to beat the tribe of losers,
retards, and misfits. We're a really strong group, James at the for-front of our tribe leading it.
Brianna is strong too, Amanda probably is. Me and Courtney don't know what the fuck we're doing
but we look active so that also slips us by haha. We're gonna with this challenge.

OMURANO, DAY 3
News that Ryan is unavailable for future challenges causes some concern in his
Omurano tribe mates; However, Lill, ever the opportunist, sees a strategic advantage in
keeping Ryan in her pocket.
Lill - You're going to be gone for how long?
Ryan - Well I'm not really "gone" just not available in the evenings, which sucks a whole fricken lot.
And the worst part is that I don't know for sure when I am going to be able to get back. It’s a
huge problem. I really wanted to make this a good game, but now I'm in such a weird position.
Lill - I'll see what I can do to keep you in the game.
Ryan - Wow... well thank you
Ryan - It's hard being in this position right now. I totally want to contribute and in every other
game I've played I've been a top challenge competitor. When I signed up for this game I intended
to continue to be just that, but then all this stuff comes up in my life and now I can't even do the
challenges. Sorry, wanted to vent, and you were on.
Christa - It's cool. We've all been there before.
Andrew returns and his votes from the previous Tribal Council are eating at him.

Christa - Apparently SEVERAL people heard from Cindy that she wanted you out. I think Lill
brought it up too that Cindy said she had Ryan and Osten.
Andrew - Yeah, in talking to Tij, Fairplay says he was the vote for her. In that case, why would he
lie? So it looks like Fairplay was playing straight. So it sounds like my votes came from Cindy and
either Ryan or Osten. One of the two told Cindy what she wanted to here, and voted for her, and
the other thought they were part of something bigger. It will be interesting to see which one of
the two is which. I'll send Tij a PM now. It will be nice if we can pull here in, we'll have a good
solid group going.
Christa - Well if Cindy voted for you and Fairplay voted for Tijuana, then it was probably Osten
who voted for you as well.
Andrew - It could have been Ryan too, but I agree, Osten is more likely. Interesting how that little
group got sidetracked. Oh well, at least we know who to keep an eye on.
Christa - Yeah. I just think it was Osten because when he logged off, I he knew it would be either
Tijuana or Cindy, which would explain the second voting comment.
Andrew - That makes a lot of sense. Did you see that Ryan and Fairplay aren't going to be here
tonight? At least Fairplay is just tonight, sounds like Ryan won't be able to make it much at all.
Oh, I did shoot Tijuana a PM. I'll keep you posted when I hear back from her.
Christa - Yeah, I saw that. Thankfully their tribe has two idlers, so it's not too big a gap in the
challenge department at this point.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - Over the next few days I will hopefully have my alliance
solidified. As you know, it is Christa, Lill and I, and we are also working on bringing Tijuana into
the fold. At some point you have to trust someone, and I think this will be a solid little group. As
far as the inactive players, there is not a heck of a lot I can do about that. I will play hard, and
work with who is here. Does it suck if we are short...hell yeah! But as we get deeper into this
thing, those people are sure to fnd themselves the odd ones out because if they aren't here that
often, they aren't developing relationships either.

TEMPLE, NIGHT 3
Jeff Probst - Welcome everyone, Alright time to shake things up a bit. Drop your buffs.
Christa - *bursts out laughing* Oh my God this is epic as hell! *drops buff*
Tijuana - ~drops~ Oh...you said buffs
Dave - Ah fuck me with a fiddle!
Lill - I haven't even had it long enough to develop a funk...
Andrew - *drops buff with an evil look*
Jeff Probst - ...April Fools.
Amanda - I knew that was coming.
Jeff Probst - Pick up your buffs fools, don’t you know what day it is?
Andrew - You got me!
Todd - Oh Jeff, you're sooo funny.
Jeff Probst - Alrighty, but seriously, give me a volunteer who knows the tribe the best.
Amanda - If nobody wants to step up for my tribe I will. I don't think anyone really knows the tribe
too much better than anyone else.
Courtney - I'm fine with you, Amanda.
Jeff Probst - Alright Andoa chose Amanda... Omurano?
James - That's my girl.

Jeff Probst - Amanda, you will now be sequestered... please no one speak to Amanda now.
Amanda please await further instructions on Andoa.
Lill - I'll volunteer
Jeff Probst - Lill, you too will be sequester. I'll ask that no one on Omurano speak to Lill
throughout this challenge. Lill please await further instructions at Omurano.
Todd - I am the old Todd's replacement. Version 3.0 as I call myself.
James - Todd!
I think I'm in love.
Courtney - Welcome Todd v3.0
Dave - James be fallin' fo' every swingin' dick, hairy dick!
Christa - If you're Todd 3.0, then Peih-Gee must be cycling past 7.0 by now.
Dave - By the way Drew, I'd like to apologize for my poor sportmanship (man), at the last
challenge. I apologize and I was out of line. Best of luck to you.
Andrew - NP, it's all good. Just a little good-natured ranking!
Osten - What are you, Jamie Newton?
Dave - Don't you have a pelican to run away from

douche

Jeff Probst - There are seven deadly sins : Pride, Envy, Gluttony, Lust, Anger, Greed, Sloth
Amanda and Lill have each assigned seven of these deadly sins to players on Andoa and
Omurano.(On Andoa... Amanda did not assign herself a sin, on Omurano, Lill did assign herself a
sin).
Amanda and Lill may not disclose their answers to their team members or you will all be
disqualified. Your challenge is to figure out who Amanda and Lill have assigned to each sin.
Another part is figuring out which of the 7 deadly sins was not assigned to anyone.
So here is how the challenge works. You will have 5 minutes to strategize with the rest of your
tribemates (obviously not with Amanda and Lill). After those 5 minutes are up we will begin
asking who the tribe thinks is asigned to which sin one at a time. We will post the sin and an
explanation of that sin that was given to Amanda and Lill. You then have one minute to respond
with the person you think Amanda and Lill assigned to the sin.
If you guess incorrectly, you must continue guessing in the 2nd round. However, if you correctly
match the person to the sin, then you may move on to the next sin. The tribe that finishes
matching their tribemates to all of the 7 sins FIRST wins. That means in the least amount of
rounds. A new round begins after each answer is given.
Rules: Only 1 guess per round. If more than 1 person makes guesses in that single round, only the
first answer is accepted. No sharing of information between the tribe and the volunteers.
Jeff Probst - Who did Amanda and Lill list as their most angry tribemate? Anger - This is the
tribemate who has the lowest temper of anyone on the tribe. They are often volatile, and rarely
judge situations fairly.
Christa – Andrew
Courtney – Courtney
Jeff Probst - For Omurano. Andrew was correct. Congratulations you are moving on. For Andoa,
Courtney was incorrect.

Andoa: Who did Amanda list as their most angry tribemate?
Omurano: Who did Lill list as their most envious tribemate?
Christa – Christa
Courtney – Dave
Jeff Probst - Andoa, you were once again incorrect. Omurano, you were once again correct...
moving on. Andoa: Who did Amanda list as their most angry tribemate? Omurano: Who did Lill
as their most gluttonous tribemate?
Christa – Fairplay
Courtney – Todd
Jeff Probst - Andoa, you were once again incorrect. Omurano, you were once again correct...
moving on. Andoa: Who did Amanda list as their most angry tribemate? Omurano: Who did Lill
as their most greedy tribemate?
Courtney – Brianna
Christa – Lill
Jeff Probst - Andoa, you were once again incorrect. Omurano, you were once again correct...
moving on. Andoa: Who did Amanda list as their most angry tribemate? Omurano: Who did Lill
as their most lustful tribemate?
Christa – Osten
Courtney – James
Jeff Probst - Andoa, you were once again incorrect. Omurano, you were once again correct...
moving on. Andoa: Who did Amanda list as their most angry tribemate? Omurano: Who did Lill
as their most proud tribemate?
Christa – Ryan

list

list

list

list

Tijuana - I bet all of Andoa is angry right now
Courtney - peih gee
Jeff Probst - Andoa, you were once again incorrect. Omurano, you were once again correct... If
you get this right, you win your first Immunity Challenge. Andoa: Who did Amanda list as their
most angry tribemate? Omurano: Who did Lill list as their most slothful tribemate?
Christa – Tijuana
Courtney – Chicken???
Dave - wow....just wow
Jeff Probst - Andoa! That is correct! You have finally gotten a question right! Unfortunately so did
Omurano and they have won Immunity. Congratulations. Andoa, I'll see you tomorrow for your
first tribal council at 8c. Good luck. Omurano, you fought hard and outwitted the challenge
itself, good job
Lill - Dave, your team is profoundly stupid... you must be leading them!
Osten - WOHOO!!!! Who’s smiling now Dave, whose smiling NOW?!
Amanda - Sorry guys, I guess I don't know our tribe very well.
Chicken - Watch it, Lill. Apparently, I can get quite angry!!! And don't tar and feather us chickens
with the same brush!
Jeff Probst - Anger- Chicken, Envy- Todd, Gluttony- Dave, Greed- Courtney, Lust- James, PrideBrianna, Sloth- Peih-Gee The rest of Andoa's answers.

OMURANO, NIGHT 3

After winning their first challenge as a tribe, Omurano is riding on a high. More
specifically, the threesome of Andrew/Christa/Lill finally feels like they have some control
over this game.
Andrew - You rocked tonight Lill, thanks! It also looks like we'll be having Tijuana join our group
too. We will be a force!
Lill - I'm so glad that worked (and that he read the sins alphabetically)!
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - I've always thought we were going to be the dominent tribe. I
mean, we barely lost the first challenge, and dominated the second. I have a lot of respect for
Lill and Christa. No matter what happens, the two of them really dominated that challenge, and
are really dominating the game. We have also brought Tijuana into our alliance, and it appears I
have a good working relationship with Faiplay. Ryan of course isn't around much, and neither is
Osten. One concern I do have is I haven't heard from my pair in the other tribe. Lill is getting info
from the other side, and I believe Christa is as well. I definitely feel it is a detriment to me game
not to have this information.
Lill - Fantastic job! We so totally and thoroughly kick their asses! 7-1 I can't believe they picked 6
wrong answers in a row!! The best part is they had no idea how we did it!
Christa - Are...are you serious? They have NO idea that by picking people in alphabetical order, we
got everything right?
That's AWESOME! That's hilarious! After the last challenge (laggggg
), I
think we definitely proved ourselves to be strong this time. SO glad I read those previous
episodes.
Lill - Me too. I'm sure they figured it out by now, but during the challenge they were totally
stunned. I bet probst will rub it in.
Lill - Did you notice how, um, DIFFERENT dave was tonite?? Maybe he's a replacement too. Or they
REALLY talked to him...
Christa - I have no idea. It seemed like he was trying to hold back because maybe he realized his
jackass strategy wasn't the smartest strategy in the world.
Lill - I'm guessing he was pissing everybody off. I wouldn't be surprised if there was a power
struggle going on over on Andoa.
Christa – CONFESSIONAL - I'd just like to take the opportunity to give a great big shout-out
to Amanda for making some of the most inane picks of all time. I mean, I'm not even on their
TRIBE and I would've guessed Dave for anger. Which reminds me...what the hell was with
Courtney not guessing Dave right away? I could understand if she was trying the alphabet strategy
as well, but then Brianna and Chicken BOTH come before her in the alphabet. God, I'm such a
bitch.

But I'm a smart bitch that rocks at challenges.

Christa - There is no better feeling in the world than winning immunity in a blowout, don't you
think?
Osten - Damn right. God I loved that challenge...biggest blowout EVER? Amanda’s got some
explaining to do after that one...
Christa - Puh-leeze. It's Amanda. She couldn't explain her way out of a paper bag*. *Note that the
views expressed in this PM do not apply to the person playing Amanda. Only the real Amanda
herself, who is boring as hell.

The talk of the night is Dave’s apology and sudden change of attitude; however, Lill
does not realize that she is telling this to Dave’s partner, Osten.
Lill - We came, we saw, we KICKED THEIR ASSES! That was so funny. Oh man. Sucks for them
though. I bet they have a power struggle going on... BTW what was up with Dave tonight? You
notice how different he was? maybe he was replaced too...
Osten - Daves a weirdo. Maybe he has dual identity. I was kinda taunting him a little... Now that
we have the Immunity Willard, we will never give it up. Well be the greatest immunity whore
tribe ever!
Christa and Lill discuss Andoa’s easy decision with their inactive tribe mates.
Christa - they have an EXTREMELY easy boot, given that Peih-Gee hasn't even shown up.
Lill - we had obvious boot choices too last time and something different happened!
Christa - Yeah, but our "obvious" boot choices actually showed up.
Lill - Sounded like they had a few replacement players over there...
Christa - Todd, yeah, but I didn't see Peih-Gee's replacement.
Fairplay – CONFESSIONAL - Lil's pet Christa, who apparently won us our challenge today.
Great, that's all I need. It seems the Omurano tribe is at the mercy of Laverne and Shirley.

ANDOA, NIGHT 3
Just as quickly as the 5 person alliance was created, it breaks as Dave suspects
Amanda purposely threw the challenge.
Dave - I'm calling a fix. Chicken....CHICKEN!?!? I think we do Amanda tonight. I wish we didn't, but
if it was a fix, that's -1 where as PG is 0. Know what I mean?
Courtney - We can't overact, Dave. We need to get rid of PG. A switch could come next day for all
we know. I don't want to be down a active member. I think we need to do PG.
Dave - That is so shady though. I mean, I'll vote however you guys want. I'm just saying. We need to
watch for Amanda. She fucked up in the challenge big time. I wouldn't put it past being a fix.
Courtney - Her list wasn't too logical. It should have been someone like me or you making the list,
honestly. We're both in tune. Once PG is gone, we can sweep the majority with 4 vs. 3. We can't
get greedy too soon.
Dave - I just wanted to know what was up with those answers? Did you get something messed up in
the rules or something? We got slaughtered really bad. I just wanted to know where you were at
with that.
Amanda - I honestly thought my answers were pretty good. Since it was hard to judge based on you
guys I kind of went more with the actual people. I did Dave for gluttony because he was kinda
chunky, Brianna for pride because she was a beautician, Chicken for angry because he had a
short temper on the show, etc. Sorry.
Courtney, looking out for her closest ally, reports Dave’s complaints to Amanda.

Courtney - *sigh* They got every question right. Me and the others just weren't on your wave,
sadly. Listen, Dave is already crying to me you tried to 'fix' the challenge. I'm convincing him we
need to boot PG, though.
Amanda - Why is he such a douche?
Courtney - Its just dumb to overreact and go after an active at this point. Losing sucks, but going
into a switch with PG would be dumber.
Amanda - I don't think I did that bad, honestly, I based my opinions on the show since I didn't have
much to base it on.
I can't believe Dave is trying to get me out this early.
Courtney - He isn't backing down. But we're the only three here right now. How's your relationships
with James and Bri? Hopefully, we can cash in on Chicken and get to Todd too. PG needs to go.
Amanda - I think I'm fine with them both, but I'm a tad worried he might have a side-deal with Bri.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - This is really frustrating. Well, we sort of loosely formed an
alliance earlier between myself, Brianna, Courtney, James and Dave, but it looks like that has
gone to shit. First of all, Courtney told me before that Dave wanted me out after the inactives
with PMs to prove it. Now, he's convinced I threw the challenge to save my partner on the other
tribe. (Which I did not, even though she mentioned it to me. I honestly tried to answer those as
well as I could.) He told Courtney he wants to blindside me when we have an inactive on our
tribe. C'mon Dave! What a fucking piece of crap he turned out to me. His fat ass is TOAST as soon
as I get the chance.
“Crazy” Dave is firm in his resolve. He wants Amanda gone tonight.
Dave - So I think she threw the challenge to protect her partner because she knew PG was an easy
boot this week. I really think she'd swap sides. She offered me a sub-alliance pact already. I don't
trust and I think she needs to go. If we swap tribes then she's probably gonna join up with them.
PG is just there. We can boot her whenever to have a free week. Please keep an open mind. I
think we should blindside Amanda.
Courtney - Only you me and Amanda is here right now. WTF is up with our tribe? Why aren't they
here?!?!
Dave - I know. But what do you think? Like I won't vote for her unless you give me the okay. But I
really think I'm right on this one, Court. She seems pretty manipulative.
Courtney - Ok, this is how it should be. The alliance is you, me, James, Bri... we'll decide as a
group. And we'll say to the others, vote PG. I think that's the best way to do it. So, we can get rid
of Amanda if we want or PG if we want no matter what.
Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - Dave thought Amanda threw the challenge to protect her
partner in waiting. Maybe she did. Maybe she didn't. I have no idea. Nor do I care at this point. If
someone has a partner at the endgame, it will be happenstance and I can't really beat luck. I got
to work with people I think I can trust. Dave is my way, or the highway.
Wanting to blindside Amanda, Dave backs down from his accusations.
Dave - If this was like..Final 11 I might get mad. But PG is an easy boot, and me and you are good
to go in terms of alliances
so don't worry about it. it's all good. we all have our faults, yours
happened to be this, it's not anyones issue. That ugly bitch is leaving tonight.
Amanda - Thanks. I was really worried when I saw I did so poorly.
I'm glad you understand.
Dave - it's no problem baby doll, gotta keep my good looking girls around

Amanda - I know, but you never know if someone thinks I threw it or something. I really did try, I
guess I just wasn't on the same wavelength as everyone else.
Dave - I thought that originally, but once I saw your answers, that reassured me that you didn't
throw it. I think that was an honest mistake now.
Amanda - Yeah. I guess I was just thinking about it differently than you guys were. I have no clue
how the other tribe did so well...
Dave - my partner tells me they're all tight knit over there. There is an alliance of like Lill and
Christa too. Apparently the gruesome twosome is smarter than they look.
Amanda - Hm, interesting. My partner hasn't said much so far about the dynamics over there, but
after we lose Peih-Gee I'd love to see some of those people go.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - I can barely even fake being nice to Dave. What a pathetic sac
of shit he is. FOAD, DAVE!
James signs on and Courtney takes him aside to fill him in on what he’s missed.
Courtney - You are the only person in this game I am totally upfront with. We can boot Amanda...
commit to the James/Court/Dave/Bri alliance... or we can save Amanda by booting PG, but piss
off Dave? I just wanted your imput with this. Critical vote. Even if we spare Amanda, Dave will
not let it go. Then again, switches... right? Going in with PG would fuck us.
James - Wow. And it's only the first vote. I don't really care either way. I guess booting an active
player over an inactive has some sort of benefits. But PG...man, she needs to get replaced and
soon. It's up to you baby. I'm not leaning one way or another.
Courtney - The only thing that concerns me is... what if Dave has a side deal with Chicken?
Hmmm. Anyway. I guess I'm down with the deal. I'm putting my trust in you/Dave/Bri totally.
Dave - so I told Courtney about this, but I think Amanda threw the challenge to protect her partner
on the other tribe, because PG is an easy boot this week. I am thinking about blindsiding her, are
you down with that? I want to make a group decision, so there's no renegade votes. If we keep PG
we have a 0. But if we keep Amanda it's -1, if you get what I'm saying.
James - Its fine with me dawg. I was a bit disappointed with her showing as well. If everyone
agrees, then that's what we're doing.
Dave - Well me and Courtney are down. You make 3. I don't think Bri has an argument. We can
throw in Todd, and that's 5. Amanda's goose is cooked.
James - damn. And she seemed so nice too.
James – CONFESSIONAL - Right now, I'm just confused. I feel like at least half the tribe
isn't even here to play the game. It seems like Courtney and I have something solid going. And
Amanda seems nice and I think she likes me. Dave wants her out bad. Which was probably an
overplay on his part. Why boot an active player when there are at least 2 inactives? I dunno
where Chicken's head is at. Ha. That was a pun. And I've never spoken directly to Todd. I hear
Brianna pre-voted Todd. Man, this is crazy. If it were up to me, it'd be PG tonight. At least the
other 7 of us have made an attempt to show up, and just on that fact alone we deserve to outlast
her. But I'm not sticking my neck out so early to do anything. Between Dave and Amanda, I think
Dave is a bigger strategic threat. So I guess he'd be the better choice. I wish things were a bit
more solid around here though...
With Dave relentlessly targeting her, Amanda decides to return the favor.

Amanda - I almost want to boot him now.
I don't feel comfortable with someone who clearly
wants me out around. I do understand it's for the best of the tribe for Peih-Gee to go though, it
just sucks that he's going to tell everyone I threw the challenge and stuff.
Courtney - I think it'd be tough to rally votes to boot Dave. Man. Just as I was trying to sell them
all a stable five person alliance.
Amanda - He is acting so unbelievably fake to me like he's over it. Ugh. We couldn't get Todd, me,
you, James and Chicken to boot his ass?
Courtney - Poor amanda. I don't really think she threw that challenge. I think her logic was faulty.
James - Yeah I don't think she threw it either. But we really gotta stay out of the limelight so early
on. And i thought we had two easy boots on our hands.
Courtney - Amanda wants me/you/Todd/Chicken to boot Dave.
James - Wow. How interesting. At least we're in the middle.
people. I'll do what you think is best.
Amanda - I feel so bad about the challenge.

This is insane.
Once again...I barely know these

I feel like people might be mad at me now.

James - You tried your best. That's all that matters.
It sucks but what are you gonna do?
Amanda - I don't know. I'm just worried people might have the wrong impression after that like
thinking I threw it or something.

Has anyone said anything bad about me?

James - Er...yeah. I guess Courtney already told you right?
Dave wants to get you out for that
very reason. Jeez. And I thought we had two easy boots on our hands.
Amanda - Yeah, Courtney filled me in. But you just proved to me that I can trust you. <3 I'd really
like to boot Dave, but I'd be fine with doing the mature thing and booting Peih-Gee, but it's really
hard to have someone around who wants me out.
James - At this point, I don't know people well enough to have any reason to get rid of anybody. I'll
just go with the flow on this one. But yeah, I'd like to see you stick around. We're here to
represent after all.
Courtney – Dave’s pushing hardcore for Amanda. If Bri doesn't return and it is just her prevote out
there. Then... the alliance of four doesn't really exist anyway. I wish Chicken and Todd would get
on. I'd love to talk to them.
James - Yeah. I told Amanda that you told me Dave wants her out. So hopefully that earns some
trust from her. I can't believe we're debating who to boot when there's one person who's never
showed up. Anyway, I guess I'll hit the hay for now. Talk to you tomorrow babe.
Courtney - g'Nite, James. I'm glad I got someone in this tribe I can count on and talk openly with.

OMURANO, DAY 4
Because pairs are allowed to communicate across tribal boundaries, the plan to boot
Amanda has leaked to Omurano.
Christa - Is Amanda your partner? I ask because Lill mentioned that there's been talk of Amanda
throwing the challenge to save her partner, and how now SHE has a target on her back. And given
that you said you'd be away for a while, you're the most likely person for her to want to throw
the challenge. I'm asking because if she IS your partner, then she should be kept around, and

even if she ISN'T, if she's going to throw challenges, then that's another reason to keep her
around.
Ryan - Amanda actually isn't my partner, but I agree that if she's throwing challenges it'd be nice to
have her stay, but I don't think the person who actually is my partner would go for that.
Christa - Well if she's not your partner, she's probably Fairplay's partner. And that means she
absolutely CANNOT be voted out. The LAST thing we need is for Fairplay to have a smaller target
on his back.
Ryan - I'll see if I can get my partner to do something, but I don't think he would
I'll suggest it
though
Christa - That's cool. After all, if Amanda is the big target, I don't think it's the smartest idea to put
any of our partners in jeopardy but having them stick their neck out.
Ryan - Yeah, I was thinking that too, I don't want to put my partner in danger, at least right now
Christa - Exactly. If Amanda IS Fairplay's partner, then her elimination just means he has less
opportunity to flip in the event of a swap.
Christa and Lill are bored with the game and are hoping something dramatic changes
things up.
Christa - It's a slow day on the Omurano Tribe, not that that's necessarily a bad thing. Hear
anything about Andoa from your partner?
Lill - I'm hearing next to nothing.
Christa - All I know is that several people have been told to vote for Amanda, and unless they're
being persuaded in a different direction, then I don't see her sticking around. This, of course,
means another few days for Peih-Gee 9.0 to show up.
Lill - How come I always miss the drama?
Christa - What, us blindsiding Cindy wasn't drama enough for you?
Lill - I like the kind of drama when people are working behind the scenes for a blindside and
someone squeals and the the bootee goes apeshit on the boards for hours spilling all the secrets
and outting the people who told them what, and then the board goes nuclear and someone
different gets the boot.
Christa - That's true. But their tribe probably has plenty of apeshit goings on with Dave over there.
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - I rule the world. I control both tribes. Haven’t you been watching?
I think I'm doing ok so far. I hope I have Christa right where I want her. Andrew will go where I
go, Ryan owes me. I expect my partner to have some influence over on the other tribe. The
sticky part is that I'm sure some of my partner's alliance mates are not partnered with my
alliance mates. Just stupid chance. If they are magically aligned, so much the better, but I
assume the worst case. But it's ok if one of my alliance mates gets orphaned tonite.

ANDOA, DAY 4
Little did Christa know that her predictions could not be more spot-on.
Dave - you didn't hear it from me, and don't say shit to anyone, but the tide has turned. The
majority wants Amanda gone =/ keep this on the d.l. buddy, I'll keep you informed.
Todd - You can trust me to keep my mouth shut when need be.

Meanwhile, Amanda takes Todd aside to fight for her life, and his vote.
Amanda - Hey! Nice to finally talk to you! Have you thought much about tribal council tonight?
Todd - Thanks for the warm welcome. No I haven't thought about TC. I'm thinking about voting Peih
Gee.
Having agreed to boot the inactive Peih Gee, Amanda contemplates life after Tribal
Council with a traitor.
Amanda - I just don't know how I'm going to be able to cooperate with Dave.
James - I've heard nothing from Chicken or Todd. PG had never been on, and Courtz told me
Brianna left a pre-vote for Todd?? We've got one f'ed up tribe baby.
Amanda - Indeed we do. I'm not sure if Brianna can overwrite her vote or not, I'd assume she can
though. All we need is one of them, I think we'll be able to get Chicken if he figures out how to
get here.
James - Yeah Courtney has pretty much outlined it for me. I'm done with the plan. This is gonna be
one chaotic night.
Just as Amanda is doing her homework, Dave is preparing the troops for battle.
Dave - hey, what’s the status?
Courtney - I've only talked to James today. Still haven't seen Chicken or Bri. This tribe sucks.
You sure you want to take out an active? PG is still sitting there as the obvious boot.
Dave - haha I know it does but...blah =/ idk anymore. My heart says PG but my brain says Amanda.
I am going to vote with my brain on this one. Todd is voting for Amanda too. So...yeah.
Fuck...why did this have to happen so early....stupid untrustworthy Amanda...
Courtney - Todd has not spoken to me once. I sent out a pm asking him who he was voting for.
Didn't respond. Maybe the site will get more busy as TC approaches. I just don't get this tribe.
Chicken doesn't return after we lost a challenge and he was informed that, yes, there is a game
going on.
Dave - So lame. Chicken needs to go soon too.
Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - If we lose the vote, that means Dave got Bri/Chicken/Todd to
vote with him against Amanda. I am more nervous about the lack of actives in this tribe. I wish
Dave hadn't got greedy. I haven't had fun playing this game, to tell the truth. I still feel like this
is a ghost town.
Nervous that she might lose her closest friend and an active member of the tribe,
Courtney talks to Amanda about how to save her.
Courtney - So, anything change? I've talked to James. He seems down with booting Dave. I'd feel
better if I could at least talk to Bri or Chicken, you know?
Amanda - Yeah, they haven't really been around. I talked to Todd briefly and he said he was
probably voting out Peih-Gee, but you said that Dave had tried to talk to him already.
Courtney - If Bri's prevote remains to Todd and Chicken never returns, three is the majority.
You, me, James. If Bri returns, I'm going to try to swing her. If James and I were on at the same
time, we could get todd to vote for PG, destroying any support there is for booting you.

Amanda - Yeah, I think we could get Bri or Chicken, we just need them to show up and we could
make an alliance with them.
The more Dave pushes for Amanda, the least trustworthy he becomes.
Courtney - The more I think about it, the more I don't trust Dave. The only reason to target actives
and not an inactive (PG, like I wanted) is if you did have a partner and you wanted to clear the
competitors, you know? Booting Amanda is better for Dave in the long term if he is just going to
swing to his partner. If he really cared about this tribe, he would have targetted PG, again as I
wanted.
James - I agree. PG would be the most logical choice. Dave is already trying to off one of own over
such a little thing. He seems like a snake.
Courtney - If we all voted for PG, it'd be the best for the tribe. However... Dave is a snake... and if
he wasn't trying to build Bri/Todd/Him/Chicken before, then he would be after PG went...
becuase he'd know you and I weren't loyal to him. I kind of feel like we're forced into booting
Dave, sadly. Then PG after that.
best.

Not the way I wanted it to go down, but I think it’s for the

Meanwhile, Dave grows even more confident in his power play.
Dave - I am sending my vote in for Amanda now. Todd already did too. She's not even gonna know
what hit her.
James - Ouch. I feel kind of bad. Especially since there's PG who hasn't even bothered to show up
yet.
Dave - haha me too but it needs to be done
James - I guess you're right homey. Not looking forward to tribal council tonight.
As Tribal Council nears, Amanda, Courtney and James scramble to get the votes to
take out Dave.
Todd - I'm either voting for Peih Gee or the other name I've heard. How about you?
Courtney - I was leaning more toward PG, but Dave is pushing hard for Amanda. Her answers were
odd, but I don't really think she threw that challenge. To me, booting an inactive is the best for
the tribe, but Dave won't here any of it, you know? Listen, you're a late comer, I just want to
know, how active do you plan on being in the future? Because early on, the boot order was
todd/Pg when we thought they were inactives.
Todd - I plan on being active for the entirety of the game
if I'm alright with voting Amanda out.

. I agree with voting PG, I'm not sure

Just as Courtney tries to save Amanda by swinging Todd to her side, Dave insures that
he has Todd on his side to boot Amanda.
Todd - May I ask why the vote is now geared towards Amanda?
Dave - People think she threw the challenge to protect her partner because PG is an easy boot.
Todd - yeah, just run it by me if anyone approaches you for any other ideas, pal. I'll keep you
informed as well if I hear anything new.

Dave – CONFESSIONAL - Well, although it is somewhat unlikely I will not leave, I am still
reassuring with Amanda, James, and Todd to make sure the votes are secured. Once I know that
they're 100%, I may even throw my vote away to someone else. Just to give'em a scare
James and Amanda compare notes and discover that they cannot count on Todd’s
vote. With her neck on the line, Amanda becomes desperate for a way out of the grave Dave
has dug for her.
Amanda - Todd was on briefly, but he just said hey and disappeared. *sigh*
James - If it were up to me, they can all go home. Don't worry too much about tonight. Things are
more than likely to end up in your favor.
Amanda - Seriously, if Dave wasn't such a prick the four of us could work together just fine. Ugh,
he frustrates me.
James - He's told me he's already voted. And Todd supposedly has too.
Amanda - Add Todd to the liars list then, he told me he hadn't thought about his vote much, but it
was probably for Peih-Gee. We need Chicken or Bri to get on, ASAP.
Amanda approaches Dave and catches him in a lie.
Amanda - Have you heard about any other potential boot candidates tonight other than PG? I was
told there was some debate on the vote tonight, which was kind of surprising.
Dave - Yeah, but there was some talk. A wee bit. I am sure you are safe though. PG is a dead bitch
walking. Just make sure everyone is 100% though is all I'm saying.
Amanda - What was there talk about?
Dave - there was talk about maybe getting rid of you, but people snapped out of that QUICK. I
mean it's PG. It's not that hard of an option haha. You're good though.
When Brianna shows, it gives Amanda a glimmer of hope heading into tonight’s
Council.
Brianna - So I think the vote tonight is for PG. It's the most logical choice. I'm not trying to spread
stuff around but um... I've heard your name tonight and I am trying to sway people to vote for
PG... I don't even know why your name would come up yet though.
Amanda - Thanks so much for telling me sweetheart, we're trying to keep this on the down-low,
but I know that Dave has been campaigning to get me out. Originally, I wanted Peih-Gee out
tonight because she had been inactive, but Dave's actions have made everyone see him as
untrustworthy. Please do not tell Dave though. He was not satisfied with the alliance of five we
made. Tell me what you think, babe. <3
Brianna - Hey Amanda, Wow things happen fast right? I was just talking to Courtney and I am in,
sure Peih Gee is inactive but she probably won't do anything in this game and right now that is a
good thing in the long run. Plus, I have no ties with the other tribe my partner Cindy was voted
off so I don't really want anything to do with them right now and if Dave does... he has to go, he
needs to go.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - Some people need to be scared, because they shouldn't feel
safe on this tribe. I think Courtney and James are with me completely, we'll see how the others
react tonight if things go my way.

Meanwhile, Dave attempts to crush that hope.
Brianna - Well, I know Amanda kind of baffled for that challenge but you know it's not all her
thought some people haven't left much of an impact so maybe she didn't want to make anyone
mad
Dave - Me/Courtney/James/Todd are voting for her. We think she blew it on purpose in order to
save her partner, since PG is an easy week off. She's being a sneak, and is likely to flip on their
side in case of a swap.
Brianna - Alright if the alliance is doing it then I will to. I suppose it will suck for her but she did
herself in by screwing us up in an obvious way right? I am all for it, besides I don't think Peih Gee
will try to sabotage us since she isn't even here!
Dave - Haha I know. The way I think of it. With PG we have a 0. With Amanda we have a -1. It's
better to keep the zero around, it guaretentees us safety and we don't have to worry about a
sneak.
Brianna - Ooh, like integers right? Well right now I think were at like +1000 then.
Dave - yeah I know haha. Me/You/James/Court are a really strong group.
Going into Tribal Council, the Andoa tribe is split. Half of the tribe is under Dave’s
management, planning to vote off Amanda thinking she is a traitor working for Omurano. The
other half of the tribe is looking to save Amanda tonight, and the only way they see that
happening is to vote off Dave. Only time will tell who sides with whom.

TRIBAL COUNCIL, NIGHT 4
Jeff Probst - Welcome Andoa to your first Tribal Council. Please light your torches and have a seat.
Brianna - This is depressing.
Jeff Probst - Let's get down to it. James, what's your role on this tribe?
James - My role? I try my best to kick ass in the challenges I guess.
Jeff Probst - Brianna, you were addressed after the Immunity Challenge by Lill and Christa... has
that been discussed at all?
Brianna - Um, it has... not by my tribe mates by me. I mean, it's not good to find out that your
partner has left the game but for them to call me out... damn bitches... but I suppose I am less
of a threat now without Cindy because I have no partner.
Jeff Probst - Todd, you came into the game late... do you feel like you have a fair shake at this
game?
Todd - Um being the "Todd replacement" is definetly difficult especially since I meeting everyone a
later than everyone else. It's unfortunate but I have to make it work.
Judd (Co-Host) - Dave, you've clearly stepped up as one of the most vocal members of this tribe.
Does that put a target on your back, or does it simply communicate to the group how valuable
you are as a part of Andoa?
Dave - It does, it puts a target on my back in terms of the opposing tribe. And I think, not to be
conceited saying this, I think I am a valuable part of the tribe. I get along with everyone and
create a stable environment and I can help us in challenges.
Jeff Probst - Courtney, what do you feel your role is here at Andoa?
Courtney - I feel like I've been trying to rally the tribe to be more active. After we won immunity
#1, the place was a ghost town for almost an entire day. But we do seem to all show up for
immunity #2, so it looks good thus far.

Judd (Co-Host) - Amanda, the argument can be made that Andoa is sitting here tonight because of
you. You took the reigns in that last challenge, and as far as I see it, it resulted in a complete
blow-out. Do you take the fault for that loss? And if you do, why should your tribe not vote you
out tonight?
Courtney - In all fairness, Judd, the argument could be made I cost the tribe the victory because I
failed to get inside Amanda's head. I had Dave down for lust or angry... so, it messed up my
approach to the challenge.
Judd (Co-Host) - So does the blame fall on you? I mean, you guys may have very well been
disqualified from the first challenge had it not been for lag in the boards. It seems to me that
somewhere, something must be holding the tribe back. So where is that liability, and how do you
make up for it?
Amanda - I do take the fault for that, I was a big part of the reason we lost, but I ask for
forgiveness. I simply was on a different wavelength than my tribemates regarding the challenge,
and I hope they know that I can perform much better in the future.
Brianna - Um I think the reason we lost that challenge was because half the tribe isn't too social so
it's kind of difficult to think up sins for people. We did kick ass in the first challenge so we are
not a train wreck tribe.
Courtney - I have no problem taking the blame. However, I do think the lag on the boards is
making it hard to strategize for the challenges. We never really could get on the same page in
the puzzle challenge because it was at times impossible to even refresh. In retrospect, the
simplest strategy in the Sin type of challenge is just match the names alphabetically to the sins,
again alphabetically, so no matter how Jeff scrambles them up, the answer will be apparent.
Jeff Probst – Someone will be taking the blame tonight, worthy or not. It is, time to vote. Once the
votes have been read, the person voted off will be asked to leave the Tribal Council area
immediately. I’ll tally the votes.
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--FINAL WORDS ON THE NEXT PAGE, DO NOT CONTINUE UNTIL YOU HAVE VIEWED THE RESULTS OF
THE ANDOA TRIBAL COUNCIL—

Dave – FINAL WORDS –
Well I knew this was coming, can't say I am surprised. I hope this tribe loses. Fuck You All.

